Weak values are the outcomes of weak measurements and were discovered by studying the time-symmetric aspects of quantum mechanics. This resulted in new approaches to quantum cryptography and new resources for quantum information. In this article, new non-statistical aspects of weak measurements are introduced. Contary to past results, this outcome is not rare and not statistical, suggesting that weak values are a property of every individual pre-and-post-selected system.
CONSISTENCY OF TIME-SYMMETRIC QUANTUM MECHANICS WITH STANDARD QUANTUM MECHANICS
The "time-asymmetry" attributed to the standard formulation of Quantum Mechanics (QM) was inherited from a reasonable tendency learned from Classical Mechanics (CM) to predict the future based on initial conditions: once the equations of motion are fixed in CM, then the initial and final conditions are not independent, only one can be fixed arbitrarily. In contrast, as a result of the uncertainty principle, the relationship between initial and final conditions within QM can be one-to-many: two "identical" particles with identical environments can subsequently exhibit different properties under identical measurements. These subsequent identical measurements provide fundamentally new information about the system which could not in principle be obtained initially.
The "time-asymmetry" in QM is the assumption that measurements only have consequences after they are performed, i.e. towards the future. Nevertheless, a positive spin was placed on QM's non-trivial relationship between initial and final conditions by Aharonov, Bergmann and Lebowitz (ABL) 4 who showed that the new information obtained from measurements was also relevant for the past of every quantum-system and not just the future. This inspired ABL to re-formulate QM in terms of Pre-and-Post-Selected-ensembles. The traditional paradigm for ensembles is to simply prepare systems in a particular state and thereafter subject them to a variety of experiments. These are "pre-selected-only-ensembles." For pre-and-post-selected-ensembles, we add one more step, a subsequent measurement or post-selection. By collecting only a subset of the outcomes for this later measurement, we see that the "pre-selected-only-ensemble" can be divided into sub-ensembles according to the results of this subsequent "post-selection-measurement." Because pre-and-post-selected-ensembles are the most refined quantum ensemble, they are of fundamental importance and subsequently led to the two-vector or Time-Symmetric re-formulation of Quantum Mechanics (TSQM) (for a good review, see 2, 10, 11 ). TSQM provides a complete description of a quantum-system at a given moment by using two-wavefunctions, one evolving from the past towards the future (the one utilized in the standard paradigm) and a second one, evolving from the future towards the past.
While TSQM is a new conceptual point-of-view that has predicted novel, verified effects which seem impossible according to standard QM, TSQM is in fact a re-formulation of QM. Therefore, experiments cannot prove TSQM over QM (or vice-versa). The motivation to pursue such re-formulations, then, depends on whether they are useful and interesting. TSQM fulfils several such criterion which any re-formulation of QM should satisfy:
• TSQM is consistent with all the predictions made by standard QM,
• TSQM brings out features in QM that were missed before: e.g., ABL considered measurement situations between two successive Ideal Measurements (IMs) in which the transition from a state |Ψ in (pre-selected at a time t in ) to a state |Ψ fin (post-selected at a later time t fin ) is generally disturbed by an intermediate precise measurement. Post-selection reflects a unique aspect of QM in that measurement results are not determined by equations of motion and initial conditions. A subsequent theoretical development arising out of the ABL work was the introduction of the "Weak Value" (WV) of an observable which was probed by a new type of quantum measurement called the "Weak Measurement" (WM). 5 WM experiments have been performed and results are in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. One of the unusual properties of WVs (and a manifestation of superoscillations 17 ) is that they can lie far outside the eigenvalue spectrum.
• TSQM lead to simplifications in calculations (as occurred with the Feynman re-formulation) and stimulated discoveries in other fields: e.g. ABL influenced work in cosmology; in superluminal tunneling (Chiao and Steinberg 15 ); in quantum information (e.g. the quantum random walk or cryptography, etc.
• TSQM suggests generalizations of QM that were missed before -e.g. a new solution to the quantum measurement problem.
Inquiries into the foundations of QM motivated by the desire to exploit novel differences between classical and quantum information are supported by the Los Alamos Quantum Computing Road map: 1 "At least two important precursors to this [quantum computing] paradigm shift had critical influence," citing non-locality (NL), e.g. the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen/Bohm (EPRB) and Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effects, and developments in quantum information theory. They concluded "...further investigation into the fundamentals of quantum information will continue to provide new and useful insights into issues with very practical implications." While the study of the non-classical aspects of entanglement (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen/Bohm) started as a foundational examination of hidden-variable-theories, it was subsequently used as a resource for quantum information. Novel aspects of entanglement (such as the "King's problem" derived from TSQM 14, 16 ), have also been used as a resource. This article furthers this work by probing entanglement from the perspective of weak measurements and weak values.
The Main Idea:
TSQM contemplates measurements which occur at the present time t while the state is known both at t in < t (past) and at t fin > t (future). More precisely, we start at t = t in with a measurement of a nondegenerate operator O in . This yields as one potential outcome the state |Ψ in , i.e. we prepared the "pre-selected" state |Ψ in . At the later time t fin , we perform another measurement of a nondegenerate operatorÔ fin which yields one possible outcome: the post-selected state |Ψ fin . At an intermediate time t ∈ [t in , t fin ], we measure a non-degenerate observableÂ (for simplicity), with eigenvectors {|a j }. We wish to determine the conditional probability of a j , given that we have both boundary conditions, |Ψ in and Ψ fin |. To answer this, we use the time displacement operator: U tin→t = exp{−iH(t − t in )} where H is the Hamiltonian for the free system. For simplicity, we assume H is time independent and seth = 1. The standard theory of collapse states that the system collapses into an eigenstate |a j after the measurement at t with an amplitude a j |U tin→t |Ψ in . The amplitude for our series of events is α j ≡ Ψ fin |U t→tfin |a j a j |U tin→t |Ψ in which is illustrated in figure 1 .a. This means that the conditional probability to measure a j given |Ψ in is pre-selected and |Ψ fin will be post-selected is given by ABL:
ABL is intuitive: | a j |U tin→t |Ψ in | 2 is the probability to obtain |a j having started with |Ψ in . If |a j was obtained, then the system collapsed to |a j and | Ψ fin |U t→tfin |a j | 2 is then the probability to obtain |Ψ fin . The probability to obtain |a j and |Ψ fin then is |α j | 2 . This is not yet the conditional probability since the postselection may yield outcomes other than Ψ fin |. The probability to obtain |Ψ fin is j |α
The question being investigated concerning probabilities of a j at t assumes we are successful in obtaining the post-selection and therefore requires the denominator in eq. 2, j |α j | 2 , which is a re-normalization to obtain a proper probability. As a first step toward understanding the underlying time-symmetry in the ABL formula, we consider the time-reverse of the numerator of eq. 2 and figure 1.a. First we apply U t→tfin on Ψ fin | instead of on a j |.
We note that Ψ fin |U t→tfin = U † t→tfin Ψ fin | by using the well-known QM symmetry U † t→tfin = e −iH(tfin−t) † = e iH(tfin−t) = e −iH(t−tfin) = U tfin→t . We also apply U tin→t on a j | instead of on |Ψ in which yields the time-reverse re-formulation of the numerator of eq. 2, U tfin→t Ψ fin |a j U t→tin a j |Ψ in as depicted in fig. 1 Figure 1 . Time-reversal symmetry in probability amplitudes.
needed to formulate what we mean by the 2-vectors in TSQM. E.g. if we are interested in the probability for possible outcomes of a j at time t, we must consider both U tin→t | Ψ in and U tfin→t Ψ fin |, since these expressions propagate the pre-and-post-selection to the present time t (see the conjunction of both figures 1.a and 1.b giving 1.c; these 2-vectors are not just the time-reverse of each other). This represents the basic idea behind the Time-Symmetric re-formulation of Quantum Mechanics (TSQM):
While this mathematical manipulation clearly proves that TSQM is consistent with QM, it yields a very different interpretation. For example, the action of U tfin→t on Ψ fin | (i.e. U tfin→t Ψ fin |) can be interpreted to mean that the time displacement operator U tfin→t sends Ψ fin | back in time from the time t fin to the present, t.
ABL clarified a number of issues in QM. E.g.: in this formulation, both the probability and the amplitude are symmetric under the exchange of |Ψ in and |Ψ fin . Therefore, the possibility of wavefunction collapse in QM does not necessarily imply irreversibility of an arrow of time at the QM level. 18 Nevertheless, the real litmus test of any re-formulation is whether conceptual shifts can teach us something fundamentally new or suggest generalizations of QM, etc. The re-formulation to TSQM suggested a number of new experimentally observable effects, one important example of which are weak-measurements ( §2), which we now begin to motivate by considering strange pre-and-post-selection effects.
Pre-and-post-selection and Spin-1/2
The simplest, surprising, example of pre-and-post-selection is to pre-select a spin-1/2 system with |Ψ in = |σ x = +1 = |↑ x at time t in . After the pre-selection, spin measurements in the direction perpendicular to x yields complete uncertainty in the result E.g. in the z-basis the state is 1 √ 2 (| ↑ z + | ↓ z ) which yields equal probability either spin-up or spin-down in the z-direction., so if we post-select at time t fin in the y-direction, we obtain |Ψ fin = |σ y = +1 = | ↑ y half the time. Since the particle is free, the spin is conserved in time and thus for any t ∈ [t in , t fin ], an ideal-measurement of eitherσ x orσ y , yields +1 for this pre-and-post-selection. This by itself, two non-commuting observables known with certainty, is a most surprising property which no pre-selected-onlyensemble could possess. * We now ask a slightly more complicated question about the spin in a direction ξ = 45 • relative to the x − y axis. This yields:σ
From the results P r(σ x = +1) = 1 and P r(σ y = +1) = 1, one might wonder why we couldn't insert both values,σ x = +1 andσ y = +1 into eq. 3 and
Such a result is incorrect for an ideal-measurement because the eigenvalues of any spin operator, includingσ ξ , must be ±1. The inconsistency can also be seen by noting
By implementing the above argument, we would expect
Performing this step of replacingσ x = +1 andσ y = +1 in eq. 3 can only be done ifσ x andσ y commute, which would allow both values simultaneously to be definite. Although it appears we have reached the end-of-the-line with this argument, nevertheless, it still seems that there should be some sense in which P r(σ x = +1) = 1 and P r(σ y = +1) = 1 manifest themselves simultaneously to producê σ ξ = √ 2.
Counterfactuals
There is a widespread tendency to "resolve" these paradoxes by pointing out that there is an element of counterfactual reasoning: the contradictions arise only because inferences are made that do not refer to actual experiments. Had the experiment actually been performed, then standard measurement theory predicts that the system would have been disrupted so that no paradoxical implications arises.
We have proven 3, 7 that one shouldn't be so quick in throwing away counter-factual reasoning; though indeed counter-factual statements have no observational meaning, such reasoning is actually a very good pointer towards interesting physical situations. Without invoking counter-factual reasoning, we have shown that the apparently paradoxical reality implied counter-factually has new, experimentally accessible consequences. These observable consequences become evident in terms of weak measurements, which allow us to test -to some extent -assertions that have been otherwise regarded as counter-factual.
The main argument against counter-factual statements is that if we actually perform ideal-measurements to test them, we disturb the system significantly, and such disturbed conditions hide the counter-factual situation, so no paradox arises. TSQM also provides some novel insights for this "disturbance-based-argument". E.g., for the spin-1/2 case ( §1.2), if we verifyσ x at t = t 1 andσ y at t = t 2 , t in < t 1 < t 2 < t fin , then P r(σ x = +1) = 1 and P r(σ y = +1) = 1 are simultaneously true. But if we switch the order and performσ y beforeσ x , then P r(σ x = +1) = 1 and P r(σ y = +1) = 1 are not simultaneously true, since measuringσ y at time t = t 1 would not allow the information from the earlier (t in < t) pre-selection ofσ x = +1 to propagate to the later time (t 2 > t 1 > t in ) of theσ x measurement. As a consequence, theσ x measurement at time t 2 would yield both outcomesσ x = ±1 † . So, in general, the finding thatσ x = +1 with certainty orσ y = +1 with certainty in the pre-and-post-selected ensemble only held when one of these two measurements was performed in the intermediate time, not both. Therefore, we should not expect bothσ y = +1 andσ x = +1 when measured simultaneously throughσ ξ=45 • . * This is also evident from ABL: the probability to obtainσξ = +1 at the intermediate time if an ideal-measurement is performed is P r(σξ = +1) = 1+cos(ξ)+sin(ξ)+cos(ξ) sin(ξ) 1+cos(ξ) sin (ξ) . We see that if ξ = 0 • (i.e.σx) then the intermediate idealmeasurement will yieldσx = +1 with certainty and when ξ = 90 • (i.e.σy), then the intermediate ideal-measurement will again yieldσy = +1 with certainty.
† The same argument applies in the reverse direction of time. The 4-outcomes are consistent with |Ψin = |σx = +1 and |Ψfin = |σy = +1 . Physically, the ideal-measurement ofσξ exposes the particle to a magnetic field with a strong gradient in the ξ = 45 • direction, which causes the spin to revolve around this axis in an uncertain fashion.
Since we have understood the reason why both statements are not simultaneously true as a result of disturbance, we can now see the "sense" in which the definite ABL assignments can be simultaneously relevant. Our main argument is that if one doesn't perform absolutely precise (ideal) measurements but is willing to accept some finite accuracy, then one can bound the disturbance on the system. For example, according to Heisenberg's uncertainty relations, a precise measurement of position reduces the uncertainty in position to zero ∆x = 0 but produces an infinite uncertainty in momentum ∆p = ∞. On the other hand, if we measure the position only up to some finite precision ∆x = ∆ we can limit the disturbance of momentum to a finite amount ∆p ≥h/∆. By replacing precise measurements with a bounded-measurement paradigm, counter-factual thought experiments become experimentally accessible. What we often find is that the paradox remains -measurements produce surprising and often strange, but nevertheless consistent structures. With limited-disturbance measurements, there is a sense in which both P r(σ x = +1) = 1 and P r(σ y = +1) = 1 are simultaneously relevant because measurement of one does not disturb the other. Since measurement ofσ ξ also can be understood as a simultaneous measurement ofσ x andσ y , we will see that with limited-disturbance measurements, we can simultaneously use
TSQM HAS REVEALED NEW FEATURES AND EFFECTS: WEAK-MEASUREMENTS
ABL considered the situation of measurements between two successive ideal-measurements where one transitions from a pre-selected state |Ψ in to a post-selected state |Ψ fin . An intermediate state between |Ψ in and |Ψ fin is generally disturbed by an intermediate ideal-measurement. A subsequent theoretical development arising out of the ABL work was the introduction of the weak-value of an observable which can be probed by a new type of measurement called the weak-measurement. 5 The motivation behind these measurements is to explore the relationship between |Ψ in and |Ψ fin by reducing the disturbance on the system at the intermediate time. This is useful in many ways, e.g. if a weak-measurement ofÂ is performed at the intermediate time t ∈ [t in , t fin ] then, in contrast to the ABL situation, the basic object in the entire interval t in → t fin for the purpose of calculating other weak-values for other measurements is the pair of states |Ψ in and |Ψ fin .
Quantum Measurements:
Weak-measurements 5 originally grew out of the quantum measurement theory developed by von Neumann 6 First we consider ideal-measurements of observableÂ by using an interaction Hamiltonian H int of the form H int = −λ(t)Q mdÂ whereQ md is an observable of the measuring-device (MD, e.g. the position of the pointer) and λ(t) is a coupling constant which determines the duration and strength of the measurement. For an impulsive measurement we need the coupling to be strong and short and thus take λ(t) = 0 only for t ∈ (t 0 − ε, t 0 + ε) and set λ = t0+ε t0−ε λ(t)dt. We may then neglect the time evolution given by H s and H md in the complete Hamiltonian H = H s + md +H int . Using the Heisenberg equations-of-motion for the momentumP md of the MD (conjugate to the positionQ md ), we see thatP md evolves according to dPmd dt = λ(t)Â. Integrating this, we see that P md (T )−P md (0) = λÂ, where P md (0) characterizes the initial state of the MD and P md (T ) characterizes the final. To make a more precise determination ofÂ requires that the shift in P md , i.e. δP md = P md (T )−P md (0), be distinguishable from it's uncertainty, ∆P md . This occurs, e.g., if P md (0) and P md (T ) are more precisely defined and/or if λ is sufficiently large (see figure 2 .a). However, under these conditions (e.g. if the MD approaches a delta function in P md ), then the disturbance or back-reaction on the system is increased due to a larger H int , the result of the larger ∆Q md (∆Q md ≥ 1 ∆Pmd ). WhenÂ is measured in this way, then any operatorÔ ([Â,Ô] = 0) is disturbed because it evolved according to d dtÔ = iλ(t)[Â,Ô]Q md , and since λ∆Q md is not zero,Ô changes in an uncertain way proportional to λ∆Q md .
In the Schroedinger picture, the time evolution operator for the complete system from t = t 0 −ε to t = t 0 +ε is exp{−i t0+ε t0−ε H(t)dt} = exp{−iλQ mdÂ }. This shifts P md (see figure 2 .a). If before the measurement the system was in a superposition of eigenstates ofÂ, then the MD will also be superposed proportional to the system. This leads to the "quantum measurement problems". A conventional solution to this problem is to argue that because the MD is macroscopic, it cannot be in a superposition, and so it will "collapse" into one of these states and the system will collapse with it. Figure 2 . a) with an ideal or "strong" measurement at t (characterized e.g. by δPmd = λa1 ∆Pmd), then ABL gives the probability to obtain a collapse onto eigenstate a1 by propagating Ψfin| backwards in time from tfin to t and |Ψin forwards in time from tin to t; in addition, the collapse caused by ideal-measurement at t creates a new boundary condition |a1 a1| at time t ∈ [tin, tfin]; b) if a weak-measurement is performed at t (characterized e.g. by δPmd = λAw ∆Pmd), then the outcome of the weak-measurement, the weak-value, can be calculated by propagating the state Ψfin| backwards in time from tfin to t and the state |Ψin forwards in time from tin to t; the weak-measurement does not cause a collapse and thus no new boundary condition is created at time t.
Weakening the interaction between system and measuring device:
Following our intuition we now perform measurements which do not disturb either the pre-or-post-selections. The interaction H int = −λ(t)Q mdÂ is weakened by minimizing λ∆Q md . For simplicity, we consider λ 1 (assuming without lack of generality that the state of the MD is a Gaussian with spreads ∆P md = ∆Q md = 1). We may then set e −iλQmdÂ ≈ 1 − iλQ mdÂ and use a theorem 5 ‡ :
to show that before the post-selection, the system state is:
Using the norm of this state (1 − iλQ mdÂ )|Ψ in 2 = 1+λ 2Q2 md Â2 , the probability to leave |Ψ in un-changed after the measurement is:
while the probability to disturb the state (i.e. to obtain |Ψ in⊥ ) is:
|Ψ is any vector in Hilbert space, ∆A 2 = Ψ|(Â − Â ) 2 |Ψ , and |Ψ⊥ is a state such that Ψ|Ψ⊥ = 0.
The final state of the MD is almost unentangled with the measured system and approaches a gaussian centered around the average value λ Â . §
Information gain without disturbance: safety in numbers:
It follows from eq. 7 that the probability for a collapse decreases as O(λ 2 ), but the measuring-device's shift grows linearly O(λ), so δP md = λa i . For a sufficiently weak interaction (e.g. λ 1), the probability for a collapse can be made arbitrarily small, while the measurement still yields information but becomes less precise because the shift in the measuring-device is much smaller than its uncertainty δP md ∆P md (figure 2.b ). If we perform this measurement on a single particle, then two non-orthogonal states will be indistinguishable. If this were possible, it would violate unitarity because these states could time evolve into orthogonal states |Ψ 1 |Φ in md −→ |Ψ 1 |Φ in md (1) and |Ψ 2 |Φ in md −→ |Ψ 2 |Φ in md (2) , with |Ψ 1 |Φ in md (1) orthogonal to |Ψ 2 |Φ in md (2) . With weakened measurement interactions, this does not happen because the measurement of these two non-orthogonal states causes a smaller shift in the measuring-device than it's uncertainty. We conclude that the shift δP md of the measuring-device is a measurement error becauseΦ MD fin (P md ) = P md − λ Â |Φ in md ≈ P md |Φ in md for λ 1. Nevertheless, if a large (N ≥ N λ ) ensemble of particles is used, then the shift of all the measuring-devices (δP tot md ≈ λ Â N λ = N Â ) becomes distinguishable because of repeated integrations, while the collapse probability still goes to zero.
That is, for a large ensemble of particles which are all either |Ψ 2 or |Ψ 1 , this measurement can distinguish between them even if |Ψ 2 and |Ψ 1 are not orthogonal ¶ .
Using these observations, we now emphasize that the average of any operatorÂ, i.e. Â ≡ Ψ|Â|Ψ , can be obtained in three distinct cases: 12 1. Statistical method with disturbance: the traditional approach is to perform ideal-measurements ofÂ on each particle, obtaining a variety of different eigenvalues, and then manually calculate the usual statistical average to obtain Â .
2.
Statistical method without disturbance as demonstrated by usingÂ|Ψ = Â |Ψ + ∆A|Ψ ⊥ . We can also verify that there was no disturbance: consider the spin-1/2 example ( §1.2), pre-selecting an ensemble, |↑ x , then performing a weakened-measurement ofσ ξ and finally a post-selection again in the x-direction ( figure 3) . For every post-selection, we will again find |↑ x with greater and greater certainty (in the weakness limit), verifying our claim of no disturbance. Each measuring device is centered on ↑ x |σ ξ | ↑ x = 1 √ 2 and the whole ensemble can be used to reduce the spread (see 10 's figure 2.c and figure  4 ). The weakened interaction forσ ξ means that the inhomogeneity in the magnetic field induces a shift in momentum which is less than the uncertainty δP ξ md < ∆P ξ md and thus a wave packet corresponding tô σx+σy √ 2 = 1 will be broadly overlapping with the wave packet corresponding toσ x +σy √ 2 = −1. A particular example is depicted in 10 's figure 2.c and a general example is depicted in figure 4.
3. Non-statistical method without disturbance is the case where Ψ|Â|Ψ is the "eigenvalue" of a single "collective operator,"Â (N) ≡ 1 N N i=1Â i (withÂ i the same operatorÂ acting on the i-th particle). Using this, we are able to obtain information about Ψ|Â|Ψ without causing disturbance (or a collapse) and without using a statistical approach because any product state |Ψ (N) becomes an eigenstate of the operatorÂ (N) . To see this, we apply the theoremÂ|Ψ = Â |Ψ + ∆A|Ψ ⊥ 11 toÂ (N) |Ψ (N) , i.e.:
In particular, MD is now a superposition of many substantially overlapping Gaussians with probability distribution given by P r(Pmd) = i | ai|Ψin | 2 exp − (P md −λa i ) 2 where Â is the average for any one particle and the states |Ψ (N) ⊥ (i) are mutually orthogonal and are given by |Ψ (N)
That is, the ith state has particle i changed to an orthogonal state and all the other particles remain in the same state. If we further define a normalized state |Ψ
N → 0. Therefore, |Ψ (N) becomes an eigenstate ofÂ (N) , with the value Â and not even a single particle has been disturbed (asN → ∞).
In the last case, the average for a single particle becomes a robust property over the entire ensemble, so a single experiment is sufficient to determine the average with great precision. There is no longer any need to average over results obtained in multiple experiments.
all |σ x = +1
?
all Tradition has dictated that when measurement interactions are limited so there is no disturbance on the system, then no information can be gained. 12 However, we have now shown that when considered as a limiting process, the disturbance goes to zero more quickly than the shift in the measuring-device, which means for a large enough ensemble, information (e.g. the expectation value) can be obtained even though not even a single particle is disturbed. This viewpoint thereby shifts the standard perspective on two fundamental postulates of QM.
Adding a post-selection to the weakened interaction: Weak-Values and Weak-Measurements:
Having established a new measurement paradigm -information gain without disturbance-it is fruitful to inquire whether this type of measurement reveals new values or properties. With weak-measurements (which involve adding a post-selection to this ordinary -but weakened-von Neumann measurement), the measuring-device registers a new value, the weak-value. As an indication of this, we insert a complete set of states {|Ψ fin j } into the outcome of the weak interaction of §2.1.1 (i.e. the expectation value Â ):
If we interpret the states |Ψ fin j as the outcomes of a final ideal-measurement on the system (i.e. a post-selection) then performing a weak-measurement (e.g. with λ∆Q md → 0) during the intermediate time t ∈ [t in , t fin ], provides the coefficients for | Ψ fin | j Ψ in | 2 which gives the probabilities P r(j) for obtaining a pre-selection of Ψ in | and a post-selection of |Ψ fin j . The intermediate weak-measurement does not disturb these states and the quantity
is the weak-value ofÂ given a particular final post-selection Ψ fin | j . Thus, from the definition Â = j P r(j) A w (j), one can think of Â for the whole ensemble as being constructed out of sub-ensembles of pre-and-post-selected-states in which the weak-value is multiplied by a probability for a post-selected-state. This is also helpful to understand the quantum to classical transition because typical classical interactions involve these collective observables which do not disturb each other.
short impulsive coupling
Measurement with a weak interaction without a post-selection The weak-value arises naturally from a weakened measurement with post-selection: taking λ << 1, the final state of measuring-device in the momentum representation becomes:
The final state of the measuring-device is almost un-entangled with the system; it is shifted by a very unusual quantity, the weak-value, A w , which is not in general an eigenvalue ofÂ * * . We have used such limited disturbance measurements to explore many paradoxes (see, e.g. 3, 7, 13, 14 ). A number of experiments have been performed to test the predictions made by weak-measurements and results have proven to be in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. 8, 9 Since eigenvalues or expectation values can be derived from weak-values, 19 we believe that the weak-value is indeed of fundamental importance in QM. In addition, the weak-value is the relevant quantity for all generalized weak interactions with an environment, not just measurement interactions. The only requirement being that the 2-vectors, i.e. the pre-and-post-selection, are not significantly disturbed by the environment.
How the weak-value of a spin-1/2 can be 100
The weak-value for the spin-1/2 considered in §1.2 (which was confirmed experimentally for an analogous observable, the polarization 8 ) is:
Normally, the component of spinσξ is an eigenvalue, ±1, but the weak-value (σξ) w = √ 2 is √ 2 times bigger, (i.e. lies outside the range of eigenvalues ofσ · n) Weak-values even further outside the eigenvalue spectrum can be obtained by post-selecting states which are more anti-parallel to the pre-selection: e.g. if we post-select the +1 eigenstate of (cos α)σ x + (sin α)σ z , then (σ z ) w = λ tan α 2 , yielding arbitrarily large values such as spin-100.. How do we obtain this? Instead of post-selectingσ x = 1 (figure 3), we post-selectσ y = 1 which will be satisfied in one-half the trials ( To show this in an actual calculation, with a strong or ideal-measurement, ∆ 1, the distribution is localized again around the eigenvalues ±1, as illustrated in see 10 's figure 3.a and 3.b, similar to what occured in 10 's figure 2.a. What is different, however, is that when the measurement is weakened, i.e. ∆ is made larger, then the distribution changes to one single distribution centered around √ 2, the weak-value, as illustrated in 10 's figures 3.c-f, (the width again is reduced with an ensemble 10 's figure.f). Using eq. 9, we can see that the weak-value is just the pre-and-post-selected sub-ensemble arising from within the pre-selected-only ensembles. That is, 10 's figure 3.f is a sub-ensemble from the full ensemble represented by the expectation value, 10 's figures 2.c.
The non-statistical aspect mentioned in case-3 ( §2.1.2) can also be explored by changing the problem slightly. Instead of considering an ensemble of spin-1/2 particles, we now consider "particles" which are composed of many (N ) spin-1/2 particles, as occurs with a ferromagnet. The spin in any direction can then be obtained by measuring the magnetic-field with a compass, which is not a very precise measurement. If the compass were to flip a few spins, then this would be insignificant compared to other uncertainies (such as the position of the compass), and since these measurements barely disturb the ferromagnet, all directions commute. For example, we could measure the ferromagnet with an error of √ N while disturbing at most √ N spins which is insignificant compared to large N . This is therefore a relatively precise measurement which produces little disturbance and we expectσ 45 
, the final state of the measuring-device is:
Since the spins do not interact with each other, we can calculate one of the products and take the result to the N th power:
Using the following identity exp {iασ n } = cos α + iσ n sin α, this becomes:
where we have substituted α w ≡ (σ ξ ) w = ↑y|σξ |↑x ↑y|↑x . We consider only the second part (the first bracket, a number, can be neglected since it does not depend onQ and thus can only affect the normalization):
The last approximation was obtained as N → ∞, using (1 + a N ) N = (1 + a N ) N a a ≈ e a . When projected onto P md , i.e. the pointer, we see that the pointer is robustly shifted by the the same weak-value obtained with the previous statistical method, i.e. √ 2:
A single experiment is now sufficient to determine the weak-value with great precision and there is no longer any need to average over results obtained in multiple experiments as we did in the previous section. Therefore, if we repeat the experiment with different measuring-devices, then each measuring-device will show the very same weak-values, up to an insignificant spread of 1 √ N and the information from both boundary conditions, i.e. |Ψ in = N i=1 |↑ x i and Ψ fin | = N i=1 ↑ y | i , describes the entire interval of time between pre-and-post-selection. Following, 10 we consider an example with N = 20. The probability distribution of the measuring-device is drawn for different values of ∆ in 10 's figures 4. While this result is rare, we have recently shown 12 how any ensemble can yield robust weak-values like this in a way that is not rare and for a much stronger regime of interaction. We have thereby shown that weak-values are a general property of every pre-and-post-selected ensemble. ‡ ‡ 
